
GoodWe honored with the Top Brand PV 2021 Award for inverter manufacturers in 

Pakistan  

-The only brand awarded in 8 countries 

 

We are pleased to announce that, following feedback from PV installers from around 

the globe, GoodWe was listed as the top inverter brand in eight countries - a new 

industry record. 

No other Chinese inverter brand has achieved this before and we are glad to add this to 

our ever growing list of awards and accomplishment that we have earned thanks to our 

commitment to high standards, high efficiency and excellent service. 

The award issued by EuPD is for the rooftop category and the eight countries are 

Pakistan, Netherlands, Australia, Poland, Spain, South Africa Brazil and Vietnam. The 

prestigious Top Brand PV seal is awarded based on the EuPD Research installer survey, 

which analyses brand perception, customers’ preferred choice, and distribution in global 

markets in order to identify inverter brands that stands out from the rest. The fact that 

GoodWe has won the award in eight different countries highlights the company’s ability 

to meet customers’ expectations and requirements in very different scenarios and 

business environments. 

GOODWE’S SUCCESS RECIPE 

With offices and branches all over the world, GoodWe is able to offer customers 

unparalleled service and technical support; our local presence means we are better able 

to listen to our customers’ feedback and tailor our products to meet their expectations 

and requirements and respond to their needs in a timely manner. 



GoodWe’s distribution network is likewise second to none. GoodWe has now signed 

global distribution agreements with the world’s largest distributors of PV material, 

covering all six continents and all inverter product categories. 

GoodWe’s success is the result of relentless dedication to customers’ requirements and 

an advanced research effort that comes from an in-house R&D department that now 

exceeds 500 staff members. 

GOODWE GLOBAL AWARDS 

GoodWe has now obtained the EuPD award for 5 consecutive years in the Netherlands. 

Besides EuPD, GoodWe is the only inverter brand to have won the prestigious TÜV 

Rheinland award for five consecutive years and, in 2020, GoodWe was confirmed as the 

world’s leading supplier of storage inverter with a 15% market share. 

At GoodWe, constant improvement and innovation is the essence of our corporate 

identity and is deeply rooted in our mission and values. Our dedication to customer 

satisfaction is what motivates us to keep making improvements and constantly 

delivering world-class products for our customers and for the global markets. 

 

About GoodWe: 
GoodWe is a world-leading PV inverter and energy storage solutions manufacturer and is 
listed as a public limited company on the Shanghai Stock Exchange (Stock Code: 688390). 
With an accumulative delivery of more than two million inverters and installation of 23GW in 
more than 100 countries and regions, GoodWe solar inverters have been used in residential 
and commercial rooftops, industrial and utility scale systems and range from 0.7kW to 
250kW. GoodWe has more than 2000 employees situated in 15 different countries and is 
regarded as the Global No.1 storage inverter by Wood Mackenzie in 2020. GoodWe has also 
ranked as one of the Top 10 inverter suppliers by IHS Markit and has achieved five 
consecutive TUV Rheinland ‘All Quality Matters’ Awards. 

 

More information is available at www.goodwe.com. 
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